Q1. What are the two factors which effect the expenditure of the family? (1)
Q2. Distinguish between cephalocaudal and proximodistal development. (1)
Q3. Write one similarity and one difference between DWCRA and MGNERGA. (1)
Q4. Mention two reasons why adolescents are vulnerable to depression. (1)
Q5. How can college going Shruti increase her real income? (1)
Q6. Why detergents should be preferred over soap? (1)
Q7. Ramesh has diarrhea and constipation patients at home. What differences he can do in cooking food for both these patients? (2)
Q8. Enlist the importance of milk and its products in one’s diet. (2)
Q9. Your 70 year old grandfather gets angry very soon. Write any two possible reasons of it and any two ways to control it? (2)
Q10. List any four opportunities available for a career in the field of “Resource management and Design Application”. (2)
Q11. Write the impact of culture and media on a 15 year old boy. (2)
Q12. You notices various pests in your kitchen, in what four ways could you have prevented your kitchen from the pests? (2)
Q13. Suggest to an affluent family about any one latest method of water purification they should use in the home, with its one advantage and one limitation. (2)
Q14. Illustrate any three designs for the sleeve of a kurta for a girl/boy who has thin arms, using elements of design. (3)
Q15. A family purchases food items from local market. Nowadays their ten year old boy is suffering from skin rashes and edema that the doctor has ascribed to his food intake. What could be the reason of it and write what other two symptoms can be observed in him? Give three steps to prevent it. (3)

Q16. How do new responsibilities are added at middle adulthood and how the people of this age group cope with them? (4)

Q17. Adolescence is a period of changes in one’s life. (4)
(a) Tell any four cognitive changes adolescents go through.
(b) Give any four advantages of peer group in their life.

Q18. Rita is working in a company. She wants to invest some money but confused between bank and post office schemes. Guide her to select between two of these and also tell her any four factors, she should keep in mind while selecting an investment scheme. (4)

Q19. When you will buy a shirt for yourself, how you will decide for it by keeping in mind the quality, workmanship, season and drape? Give two points for each of the above mentioned concerns. (4)

Q20. Your mother has to buy Gold from the market. These days numerous brands are advertising about their product and Government has also put standard mark on the Gold items to make them more reliable. Draw the standard mark your mother should look on the gold item and compare between the consumer aids and standard marks by giving their two benefits and one drawback. (4)

Q21. Mr. Singh earns Rs. 70,000/- from his shop, owns a house in good locality has domestic help for household chores and is satisfied in saving Rs. 20,000/- every month. Identify and define the different types of income of Mr. Singh by observing the above mentioned statement. (4)

Q22. Give five points of comparison with one justification each for the type of clothes you would select for 1 year old, 8 year old, 16 year old, 36 year old and 76 year old persons. (5)

Q23. ‘Nutritional needs and food preferences of an individual affect meal planning’. Support this statement with two examples each. Mention two points you will keep in mind while planning meal for a preschooler. (5)

Q24. Describe any five problems faced by the consumers, while purchasing goods, vegetables and grocery items from the market. Also write three rights and two duties of an alert consumer in this context. (5)

Q25. Neha took out her silk sari with golden zari border from the cupboard and found border turned black and holes in it. What could be the possible reasons for both and also tell her six precautions she should take while storing silk? (5)